Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<Begin Arcadia>>>>>

CO_Reed says:
@::looking around the room, trying to figure out if there is a way out::

CMO_Rex says:
@::looking around, somewhat confusedly::

CSec_Wolf says:
::stands, somewhat in awe, gazing at the ghost::

CmdrWolfe says:
::still scanning the apparition, even though she's not getting much out of the scan....she's getting more out of her eyes and ears::

TAC_Jon says:
::begins to wonder about this Casondra charecter::

FCO_Dalto says:
::In OPS looking up info on wraithes::

CTO_Matt says:
@::looks around wondering what happened::

Arie says:
<D'Rex Guard> ::looks at captives sternly::

Arie says:
<Figure> Cassandra!!!!!!!!

CMO_Rex says:
::thinks to himself "I knew I should have taken those Mok'bara classes"::

TAC_Jon says:
::begins to search for more information on cassandra and previous "accountences"::

CO_Reed says:
@::gives the Guard a cold, emotionless glare::

CSec_Wolf says:
*TAC*  Have you found anything?

CSec_Wolf says:
::doesnt like the tone in the ghost's voice::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec* Only that there was a Cassondra who left the station after an accident in engineering killed 20 people

Arie says:
<Figuer> ::floating::

CSec_Wolf says:
*TAC*  Nature of the accident?

FCO_Dalto says:
*CSec* A wraith is an angry spirit

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  Searching sir

CSec_Wolf says:
*FCO*  Tell me something I don't know Ensign  ::looking at the hollow eyes of the spirit::

CO_Reed says:
@CTO:  Are you having difficulty breathing?

CO_Reed says:
@::looks over to the CMO, hoping he heard the whispered question as well::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  Sir I am having trouble accessing that information it appears to be classified...

Arie says:
<Figure> ::floats through CSec Wolfe::

CTO_Matt says:
@CO:  Yes, Sir.  ::takes in a short deep breath::

CMO_Rex says:
@::nods to the CO::

CmdrWolfe says:
::steps back a little to give the ghost room::

Arie says:
ACTION: The firgure seems to be wearing a yellow engineering uniform

CSec_Wolf says:
::feels like a cold wind whips through him::

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: Sir, maybe we should try to communicate with it.

CSec_Wolf says:
::doesnt feel any ill affects from it passing through, half-expecting to disappear again::

FCO_Dalto says:
::runs sensor sweep of the area again trying to determine what energy wavelength the wraith is on::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she catches this fragment of thought from Max's mind, and resets her stance...that's not an appealing notion to her::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*   Sir, I have uncovered more information...  It appears that Cassondra was romantically involved with an enginering crew member who might have been killed in the accident....

CO_Reed says:
@::wonders what they want with us::

CEO_JJ says:
@::wishes there was more air in here::

CSec_Wolf says:
*TAC*  I don't think there is much might about it.....::turns to face the spirit again:: Which officer?

FCO_Dalto says:
TAC: What's the name of the crewman?

CTO_Matt says:
@::slows his breathing down to try and conserve the air that is available::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec* Sir I ll try and find out sir

CmdrWolfe says:
::is very grateful that this spectre hasn't approached her, as she's the only woman on the scene::

CO_Reed says:
@::would try to reason with these people, but doesn't want to use the air::

CEO_JJ says:
@::regains some of his senses as he gets slightly use to the low air::

Arie says:
ACTION: A hissing noise is heard in the holding cell and the AT begin to breathe a little more freely

CEO_JJ says:
@::looks around to see the CO and CMO on the ground having as much trouble breathing as he is::

CO_Reed says:
@::easily hears the air coming in and takes a deep breath::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  That information is classified as well.  Shall I attempt to "force" the information from the computer?

Arie says:
<Figure> ::floats through CmdrWolfe::

CMO_Rex says:
@Guard: I'm a doctor. This man needs medical attention. ::indicates the CEO::

Arie says:
<Figure> CmdrWolfe: Cassandra? Is that you?

CEO_JJ says:
@::begins to look desperate for air::

Arie says:
@<Guard> CMO: Silence!

CTO_Matt says:
@::breathes in a little easier with the rush of air::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she arches an eyebrow:: Ghost: No, my name is Katherine....Cassandra isn't here.

CMO_Rex says:
@::whispers to the CO:: Worth a try, sir.

CSec_Wolf says:
*TAC*  Classified?  ::thinks:  odd...for an accident::  Why is it classified?

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  Please respond, sir....

CO_Reed says:
@Guard:  You can torment us if you must, but I suspect you brought us here for a reason.  I demand to speak with your commander.

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  Checking...

Arie says:
@<Guard> ::points weapon at Reed::

CEO_JJ says:
@::lies on the keeping an act up in hopes that they will lower the force field::

CO_Reed says:
@::not moving::

CMO_Rex says:
@::holds breath::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  It is classified as a matter of Federation Security...

CSec_Wolf says:
::raises an eyebrow, waiting for a response from TAC, and the spirit to Kate's response::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec* Sir should I attempt to force the information?

CEO_JJ says:
@::stops moving:: ::thinks- this has to get them::

Arie says:
<Drex Abassador> COM: Arcadia: We are holding your delegation. Submit to our demands or they will die

CSec_Wolf says:
*TAC*  see if you can crack it.....

CMO_Rex says:
@Guard: The CEO's condition is worsening. If he dies, your commander will have one less bargaining chip against Starfleet, and I'm sure he would be most displeased with your failure in this matter.

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  Sir we have just recieved a transmission from the Drex Ambassador.  Their holding our delegation...

FCO_Dalto says:
CSEC: We have a transmission from the D'rex They are holding our delegation

CEO_JJ says:
@::thinks- good job Doc::

TAC_Jon says:
::begins to work on cracking the information, while at the same time scanning the vessel::

Arie says:
ACTION: The D'Rex ship is cloaked

TAC_Jon says:
<Computer>  Access Denied!  ::slams hand down, so close::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  Orders sir?

CmdrWolfe says:
::she looks over the apparition, and waits::

CMO_Rex says:
@::wonders idly if it would help if he told the guard that his name is Rex::

CSec_Wolf says:
::eyebriws furrow, muttering something dark under his breath::  Mrs Wolfe....take over here....I am on my way to OPS..... *TAC*  On my way.....Commander Wolfe, Starfleet Command is on the scene with the spirit.....

CEO_JJ says:
::having trouble keeping breathing down so low with being deprived so much earleir::

CO_Reed says:
@::leans over to the CTO and whispers::  Do you see any possible exits from this cell?

Arie says:
ACTION: An alert goes off near the Tactical console, "Security Breach, Starfleet Intelligence has been contacted"

CmdrWolfe says:
::she nods, and notices that the science officer there is looking a bit pale::

CTO_Matt says:
@::looks around the cell and currently only sees the one exit through the doorway::  CO:  Not at this time, Sir.

CSec_Wolf says:
::turns and jogs for the turbolifts::

Arie says:
ACTION: Guard turns away from the captives ignoring them

FCO_Dalto says:
CSEC: You want a yellow alert

TAC_Jon says:
::notices the alert::  ::walks over to the console and access the "Security Breach"::

CO_Reed says:
@::steps up to the forcefied and examines it without touching it::

CEO_JJ says:
@::I am not going to be able to keep this up much longer. I wish those guards would do something::

Arie says:
<Ghost> CmdrWolfe: What have you done with Cassandra?

CMO_Rex says:
@Guard: The lack of oxygen will eventually kill us all. Then not only will you have a war with the Federation, but you'll have no hostages at all. Is that what your commander wants?

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  Sir we have a Security Breach...

CmdrWolfe says:
Ghost: I don't know where she is now....she's gone, and she left a very long time ago.

CSec_Wolf says:
:;arrives at the lift:: *TAC*  Engage security protocols and take us to Yellow Alert...

CTO_Matt says:
@::stands up and looks around the room, trying to see if there is another way out of the cell besides the doorway.

Arie says:
<SFI> COM: Arcadia: The information you are trying to access is CLASSIFIED. Leave it alone or you will be court martialed.

CEO_JJ says:
@:: thinks- give him something else Doctor::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec* Aye sir... Initates yellow alert procedure...

Arie says:
<Ghost> CmdrWolfe: But she was here just yesterday??

CSec_Wolf says:
::arrives at OPS::  TAC:  So they have taken hostages, correct?

CmdrWolfe says:
::gently:: Ghost: No, it's been twenty years since she was here last.

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec* Affirmative, Sir...   Currently the vessel is cloaked so sensor readings aren't that reliable

CO_Reed says:
@::turns to Rex::  You should probably save your breath.  They are evidently too arrogant in their ways.  They do not care if they start a war....

Arie says:
<D'Rex Ambassador> COM: Arcadia: Well?

CSec_Wolf says:
COM:  Ambassador:  The Federation does not deal with Terrorists.....release your hostages, your face the consequences.

Arie says:
<Ghost> Katherine: Where did she go?

CmdrWolfe says:
Ghost: I don't know where she's gone.

CSec_Wolf says:
TAC  ::w::  Notify Starfleet COmmand...

CO_Reed says:
@::smiles at hearing Wolfe's words coming from the communications console on the other side of the room::  Self:  I knew I put him in charge for a reason...

CmdrWolfe says:
::she taps her commbadge:: *Tac* Where is this Cassandra person now?

TAC_Jon says:
CSec: Aye Sir.. ::walks quickly to the COMM Station::

TAC_Jon says:
*CmdrWolfe*  What do you mean mamm?

Arie says:
<Ambassador>COM:Arcadia: The D'rex has an alliance with the Maqis If you refuse your station and the whole sector will come under attack

CEO_JJ says:
@::Oh no i feel a cough coming on::

CmdrWolfe says:
*Jon* I mean where was Cassandra transferred to?

CMO_Rex says:
@Oh crikey, not the Maquis.

CSec_Wolf says:
COM:  Ambassador:  What are your demands?

CO_Reed says:
@::whispers to the rest of the room::  They are currently trying to negotiate a deal with Arcadia.  Wolfe, I'm sure, will not let anything happen to us.

Arie says:
ACTION: Another hiss, another breath of oxygen

TAC_Jon says:
*CmdrWolfe*  Standby...

CSec_Wolf says:
::knows that the Maquis are all but destroyed::

CEO_JJ says:
@::coughs::

CEO_JJ says:
ANYONE: what happened -- where am I

CSec_Wolf says:
FCO:  Find me all information that you can find on the Terrorists....

TAC_Jon says:
*CmdrWolfe*  Mam, your not going to believe this but its classified...

CMO_Rex says:
@Guard: If any of us die, you realize that Starfleet will absolutely annihilate you. We can destroy the whole planet from orbit, you know. 

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Sir should I raise shields?

FCO_Dalto says:
::access computer info on the Maquis::

CSec_Wolf says:
TAC:  Unless they have a 20 ships around this station, I would not worry.

CSec_Wolf says:
COM: Ambassador:  What are your demands?

CmdrWolfe says:
::she turns back to the ghost:: Ghost: I don't know where she is.

CEO_JJ says:
@::begins to breath normally:: ::thinks- i am not going to do that for a long time::

CMO_Rex says:
@Guard: It's in your commander's best interest to let me treat these people for oxygen deprivation.

TAC_Jon says:
::nods as he reassures himself with CSec's statement::

Arie says:
<Ambasador> COM: Arcadia: I am sendig a file over, take a look

CEO_JJ says:
CMO: Doc don't waste your breath I am fine now

CSec_Wolf says:
::waits for file::

CSec_Wolf says:
::walks over to the FCO::  ::w::  Notify Starfleet Command....we need a Special Operations unit here ASAP.......

CMO_Rex says:
@CEO: No, no false bravery. I need to treat ALL of us.

Arie says:
ACTION: The file arrives and soon enough major systems begin to fail

CMO_Rex says:
@Guard: At least let me have my medkit and tricorder.

TAC_Jon says:
::runs over to main tac console as lights flicker:: Sir system failures are occuring

FCO_Dalto says:
COM:Starfleet Command: This Arcadia Station we need a Special Operations Unit here ASAP. We hace a situation.

TAC_Jon says:
CSec: Sir should i attempt to fire on the vessel

Arie says:
<SFC> COM: Arcadia: Understood ETA 35 hours

TAC_Jon says:
::thinks 35 hours!!!::

CEO_JJ says:
@ALL: every one alright ::looks around::

CSec_Wolf says:
::folds arms across his chest:::  COM: Ambassador:  You do understand that you are only digging a hole that you can not climb out of.  Right now, I am your only friend, the only person listening to you.  Cut me off, and as far as I am concerned, Starfleet can blow you from the stars.  PROVE TO ME, Why I should HELP you!

FCO_Dalto says:
CSec: ETA 35 hours

CTO_Matt says:
@CEO:  I am fine, Doc.

CEO_JJ says:
@::gets up and begins to think about the situation::

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: sir can i see you over here

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: Permission to try something unwise?

FCO_Dalto says:
:starts countdown clock for update on ETA of SPECOPS Unit::

CO_Reed says:
@::walks over to the CEO, then glances at the CMO::  What is your idea?

CSec_Wolf says:
TAC:  Raise shields, ready weapons and get a plasma exhaust lock on the cloaked vessel.  Aim for their propulsion systems.

CEO_JJ says:
@::whispers:: CO: sir i think that the D'rexians are telepaths i was faking that little breathing incident back there

CSec_Wolf says:
FCO:  Find out how in the heck we can get all of our systems online again.

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: Well, as far as I can see, the only way we're going to get out of here is to get the guard to let us out, or get some of our equipment in.

Ambassado says:
COM:Arcadia: We are a race that has been ignored the Maquis have been kind enough to acknowledge usWe have much to offer to them and they asked us to do them this favor in return

TAC_Jon says:
CSec: Aye Sir...  ::brings all offensive and defensive systems online::

FCO_Dalto says:
::Starts diagnostic check of systems:

CSec_Wolf says:
COM:  Ambassador:  Terrorism is the last resort of the desperate and the ignorant.  You do understand that you are in a loose, loose situation.....

CO_Reed says:
@CMO:  Obviosly, but they are completely ignoring us.
CEO:  Possibly, but knowing that does not really help our situation too much.

FCO_Dalto says:
Engineering: I need a maintenence team to OPS

Ambassado says:
ACTION: TAC Jon's attempts to bring systems onlinefail

CMO_Rex says:
@CO: Well, perhaps a medical emergency would get us out.

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: it just makes our chances of planing an escape impossible

CSec_Wolf says:
COM:  Ambassador:  You fire on this station, you kill a hostage, either way, Starfleet will commit the resources to find you and either bring you to justice...or blow you from the stars.  I am sure with the war going on, a detachment of Klingon vessels would be assigned to hunt you....and they are far less merciful than I

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Whatever was in the file has incapasitated our tactical systems...

CSec_Wolf says:
TAC:  Then get rid of the damn file

FCO_Dalto says:
::Checks to see if he can isolatevirus::

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: sir you are half Vulcan do you have any telepathic abilities. I hear that telepaths can detect other telepaths

TAC_Jon says:
::begins to try to purge the file from our systems::

CMO_Rex says:
@::touches the forcefield with one finger::

Ambassado says:
COM: Arcadia: Well what can you offer for their safe return except threats, we do not care if we die.

CO_Reed says:
@CMO:  I doubt it.  They do not seem to care about us in the least.  We are being held hostage, and we are no great loss to them if we die or not.  I do not think they even care about war.  In fact, I'm beginning to wonder if they know what it is.  ::said lound enough that the guard could easily hear::

Ambassado says:
ACTION: The CMO is blown towards the back wall by the shock

CSec_Wolf says:
COM: Ambassador: What do you want for their safe return?

CEO_JJ says:
@::see what happens to the CMO and runs over to check on him::

CMO_Rex says:
@::shakes his head, trying to clear the cobwebs::

CO_Reed says:
@::shakes his head at what the CMO just did::

CTO_Matt sees the CMO slammed against the back wall.

CmdrWolfe says:
::notices that the corridor has been plunged into darkness, but the ghost is still glowing phosphorescently::

CEO_JJ says:
@CMO: that wasn't a smart thing to do

CMO_Rex says:
@CEO: I'm fine, I'm fine... just wondering how strong the field was.

CTO_Matt says:
@::sees the CMO slammed against the back wall::

CO_Reed says:
@::wonders if Wolfe will seek proof of the AT's safety::

CSec_Wolf says:
COM:  Ambassador:  because of the file you sent, I can grant you nothing.....by your own actions, you have defeated your own plan.

Ambassado says:
ACTION: The CMO is out cold

CEO_JJ says:
@::looks up at the CO:: CO: he is out sir

FCO_Dalto says:
::ies to reinitialize the computer::

CSec_Wolf says:
FCO:  Go to the shuttlebay and activate as many emergency beacons as you can.....notify SFC of the situation on an encrypted frequency.

CMO_Rex says:
::tries again to clear the cobwebs, but loses consciousness and slumps against the back wall::

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:   The file cannot be deleted...  It keeps jumping from system to system

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  Well, sit him up and hope he comes to before long.  Check his pulse at regular intervals.

CEO_JJ says:
@::follows orders::

FCO_Dalto says:
::Heads to turbolift and shuttlebay::

Ambassado says:
<Ghost> ::begins to weep..moaning "Cassandra" over and over::

CEO_JJ says:
@::begins to look for a way out::

CmdrWolfe says:
Ghost: What exactly happened to you?

CSec_Wolf says:
COM:  Ambassador:  So what do you hope to achieve?  Our destruction? I am a Starfleet Officer, and I know the score.....I have seen the cruel face of war before Sir, and this is nothing but the act of a Coward.  Unless you tell me what you want, I can't help you...and this discussion is over.....

CSec_Wolf says:
::turns and heads for the TAC console::

Ambassado says:
<Ghost> There was a big explosion and then darkness

CEO_JJ says:
@::looks down near the CMO:: ::thinks- that is odd the dust on the floor is way from the wall::

CmdrWolfe says:
Ghost: Was Cassandra involved?

TAC_Jon says:
::steps out of the way of CSec::

CO_Reed says:
@Guard:  If you have any intelligence at all, which I am beginning to doubt, you will grant us access to our medical supplies.  Are you so afraid of us, that you are paranoid that simple medical supplies can defeat you?

Ambassado says:
<Ghost> Katherine: I do not know

CO_Reed says:
@::looks over at the CTO, checking to see if he's still awake::

CSec_Wolf says:
::cuts transmission and looks at the TAC officer::  TAC:  Arm yourself.....notify the security teams to get into position for possible boarders...

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: come over here a second

FCO_Dalto says:
::arrives in shuttlebay and begins to activate emergency beacons::

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Shall I go to red alert sir?

CTO_Matt says:
@::walks over to where the CEO is::

CSec_Wolf says:
::keys Red Alert::

Ambassado says:
ACTION: 25 Maquis renegade ships decloak, surrounding Arcadia

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: look at the floor, the dust is not touching the wall

FCO_Dalto says:
COM: STARFLEET: All systems other than environmental and gravity offline. Please expedite assistance

TAC_Jon says:
*All hands*   Intiate defense procedure Omega..  Arm yourselves immediatly...

CTO_Matt says:
@::kneels down next to the wall and looks at the dust on the floor::

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: there must be some kind of generator on the other side

TAC_Jon says:
::pulls out a type 4 phaser::

CSec_Wolf says:
::walks over to the armory and draws out both a Type 4 rifle and a Type 2 phaser::

CO_Reed says:
@::looks for an access panel along the wall::

Ambassado says:
<SFC> COM: Arcadia: We are doing our best, 5 Defiant class ships have been dispatched to your co-ordinates

TAC_Jon says:
CSec:  Sir Permision to go to main enginering to attempt to get weapons online?

CEO_JJ says:
@::checks the CMO's vitals::

CSec_Wolf says:
TAC:  Do it....

FCO_Dalto says:
CSec: Starfleet acknowledges request 5 Defiant class ship enroute.

TAC_Jon says:
::runs for tl:  TL:  Main Eng

CTO_Matt says:
@::runs his hand along the wall to see if he can find a way to pry the panel off::

CSec_Wolf says:
*FCO*  Notify them that there are 20 or more enemy vessels engaged......

CO_Reed says:
@::removes his shoe and tosses it at the forcefield::

TAC_Jon says:
::arives in ME and gets to work on the TAC Systems::

FCO_Dalto says:
COM: Starfleet: 20 enemy vessals engaged

Ambassado says:
<SFC> COM: Arcadia: We are doing the best we can.

CO_Reed says:
@CTO/CEO:  Do you think we could short out the forcefield, somehow?

CSec_Wolf says:
::keys COMMLINK::  COM: Ambassador:  You are nothing but a coward, hiding behind rhetoric and hostages.....you have yet to tell me WHAT you want....so I cannot help you.  You have made an enemy of your only friend...so as far as I am concerned, you can go to hell.....::closes commlink::

CO_Reed says:
@::picks up his shoe and replaces it::

CEO_JJ says:
@::begins to slap the CMO on the check to see if it wakes him:: CMO: come on Doctor, Starfleet doesn't allow sleeping while on duty

CmdrWolfe says:
::nods and thinks "Wonderful...I don't have time for this," turns on her heel, and heads back for her quarters to get her phaser::

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: we found something over here sir ::points to the floor::

CmdrWolfe says:
~Max, what is the situation?~

TAC_Jon says:
::tapping away at TAC System::

CSec_Wolf says:
::readies phaser and activates shipwide commlink::  COM:  Arcadia:  This is the XO, we are underattack....all Starfleet personel, prepare to repel boarders.  All civilians report to emergency shelters.  This is the XO...that is all....

Ambassado says:
ACTION: Maqis ships begin firing on the station

FCO_Dalto says:
CSec: I'm finished here in the shuttlebay. Do you want me in OPS or in Engineering?

CSec_Wolf says:
*FCO*  Arm yourself...

CO_Reed says:
@::looks at the floor::  I see.  How low do you suspect the forcefield goes?

CEO_JJ says:
@::stops slapping- doesn't seem to have a lot of effect::

CSec_Wolf says:
::braces himself against the console, as the station shudders:

CSec_Wolf says:
:

TAC_Jon says:
::ME shakes violently as the first shots hit::

CSec_Wolf says:
~  Kate:  Does the term FUBAR mean anything to you....~

FCO_Dalto says:
:: As they station begins to be hit hurries to arm himself and heads to one of the torpedo bays::

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: sir i think it goes all around this cell. it is a very strong field if you ask me

CmdrWolfe says:
::she smiles briefly, then heads for the Promenade::

Ambassado says:
ACTION: 10 maquis appear at OPS

CEO_JJ says:
@::Checks the CMO and then gets up to look around the cell::

CSec_Wolf says:
::whirls around, dropping 2 before they react::

Ambassado says:
ACTION: Maqis start shooting eveything that moves

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  Strong fields require a lot of energy.  Now, if we could only short it out somehow...

CSec_Wolf says:
::leaps over the TAC console, glad his Type 4 Phaser rifle was set to kill::

TAC_Jon says:
*CSec*  Sir we are recieving heavy damage without shields online... My attempts are failing horibally...

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: if we all jump at it that might short it out. but we would have to hit it at the same time

CmdrWolfe says:
::she runs to Ops, hearing the phaser fire::

Ambassado says:
ACTION: Ships stop shooting, enormous damage has been sustained

CSec_Wolf says:
::leaps infront of a Maquis and downs him with a blow to the face with his phaser rifle and then drops his partner with a point blank phaser blast to the chest before leaping over the OPS console::

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  Too risky.  We could all end up like the good doctor there.

FCO_Dalto says:
::Arrives in torpedo bay attempts to manually open bay door:

TAC_Jon says:
Notes phaser fire in OPS...  ::tapps commbadge::  Intruder alert.  Security Team to OPS

Ambassado says:
ACTION: Csec and TAC are down not heavily wounded

CEO_JJ says:
@CO: We would most likely need the Doctor to jump with us as well

CmdrWolfe says:
::she arrives in Ops, and takes cover, having found a defensable position, and starts firing::

CSec_Wolf says:
::gets raked with shrapnel as the console explodes, wincing but stands and drops the nearest Maquis with a phaser blast before ducking again::

CO_Reed says:
@CEO:  Have you any other ideas?

Ambassado says:
ACTION: THE D'Rex ship dissapears and becomes an escape pod....It was all a hologram

CTO_Matt says:
@CEO: what you propose is too risky.

CO_Reed says:
@looks out of the cell::  Guard!  I wish to speak with your commander IMMEDIATELY.

TAC_Jon says:
::gets up::  ::mumbles to himself::  Where did he come from?....  ::shoots maquis attempting to access a console::

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: I know but it is all i can think of right now

Ambassado says:
ACTION: All Maquis are dead. CSec and TO are down, systems begin coming back online

CTO_Matt says:
@CEO:  just have to wait and find another way out.

CmdrWolfe says:
::she stands, and clears debris off one of the consoles, checking the status of the Station::

FCO_Dalto says:
::Does sensor sweep of area around station::

TAC_Jon says:
::manages to tap comm badge::  Sick bay this is ... ::unable to complete his sentence as he falls on the deck uncontious::

CmdrWolfe says:
::it's in good enough shape, and she goes to check on the casualties::

CEO_JJ says:
@::looks up at the ceiling::

CEO_JJ says:
@CTO: look up

CmdrWolfe says:
::she kneels down beside Max:: Max: You have the worst luck....

Ambassado says:
ACTION: CSec and TO are beamed to SB

CO_Reed says:
@::standing and looking out the cell at the guard::

CmdrWolfe says:
::she grimaces as Max disappears::

CTO_Matt says:
@::looks up::

CEO_JJ says:
@::there is a light. maybe we can pull out the circutry and short the force field that way

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<End Arcadia>>>>>>

